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LOT 1497

A mixed group of English porcelain cabinet cups and saucers, mostly
early 19th century, including a Minton blue and gilt example, pattern
No. 877, a floral Imari Wedgwood example with gilt enrichments, a
Spode coffee can and saucer, pattern No. 868, a green ground trio,
painted with flowers by Brook, signed, Coalport and Derby and a
Chamberlain's Worcester part service, painted with brown roses (some
faults).

Estimate: £100 - £150

Condition Report

Cobalt blue ground cup and saucer with landscape panels - heavily crazed, fine hairline to cup. 
Pale blue ground floral moulded and painted cup and saucer - heavily crazed, fine hairline to cup. 
Bowers? grey ground floral painted cup and saucer - saucer badly cracked, fine hairline to cup. 
One Wedgwood Imari saucer crazed. 
Green ground floral painted trio signed Brook - tea plate with haircrack. 
Spode 868 pattern coffee can - stained small branched starcrack visible to interior side. 
Three grey ground floral painted trios - each cup crazed but ok. 
Cup and saucer with vertical magenta lines and gilding, pattern number 6/1804 - both pieces heavily crazed,
light staining to cup interior. 
Ridgway 2/1030 cup and saucer - wear to gilding on rims. 
Derby gilt rimmed jug - heavily crazed, starcrack beneath handle. 
Two tea bowls, one marked Coalport, other with Goode stamp - both crazed. 

Part Chamberlains Worcester service: 
teapot finial detached but present, has a haircrack to the finial, tiny chip to edge of cover. 
teapot stand crazed but ok. 
sucrier with fine stained hairline to flange and small firing crack to rim. 
one can cracked and crazed. 
slop bowl with chip and crack. 
saucers all quite worn but ok. 

Otherwise items in the lot in generally good condition.
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